Improvement power losses using bank capacitors and tap changers with the shark smell algorithm
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Abstract

Regulating system voltage reduces the power losses in transmission line. The tap changer on the power transformer and capacitor bank are the most effective way to regulate the system voltage. However, a trial and error mechanism using the power flow method to determine the value of tap settings and bank capacitors in conventional method consume a lot of time and it is far from optimize value. This study provides an optimized value based on the shark smell algorithm for the tapping transformers and bank capacitors of the system. There are several combination carried out in this work i.e. optimizations only for tap setting of transformer, bank capacitor optimization, and optimization for both tap setting and bank capacitor values. The 150 kV electrical system of Central Java and Yogyakarta has been become the object of work. The active power losses with a conventional adjustment is 107.818 MW. As the initial value of bank capacitor is 25 MVar, no reduction of power losses is obtained as bank capacitor optimization is executed, because the original value of bank capacitors in the system has been optimum already. Better results are obtained when the optimization only for tap setting and the optimization for both tap setting and bank capacitor. This two combination make power losses become 67.3% from the initial losses. In other words, the use of Shark Smell algorithm in optimization provides 32.7% active power losses reduction. Based on the experimental value, the results show that the shark smell algorithm can provide better optimization for the 150 kV electrical system.
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1. Introduction

Modern electric power systems are represented by an interconnection system that is highly dependent on the control system to make optimal use of existing resources. The transmission network as an important sector of the electric power system plays an important role in sending electric power to customers\cite{1}. The main problem faced by modern electric power systems is voltage drop or voltage instability after a power system disruption. Steady state instability is associated with power angle instability and slow synchronization loss between generators, load bus voltage drops under high load conditions and reactive power limits\cite{2}. Generally, electrical substations which are far from the power plant center will experience a significant decrease in the level of voltage, so a reactive power compensation system is needed that can keep up with the change in voltage\cite{3}. One way that can be done is by placing a capacitor bank and tap changer together on the transmission network. The use of both equipment is expected to be able to reduce power losses that occur in the electric power system.

The power losses produced by reactive components can be reduced by installing a capacitor bank in an optimal position\cite{4}. The use of capacitor banks can improve the power factor and working voltage\cite{5}. The use of capacitor banks can be combined with tap changers to control reactive power. Tap changers can help keep the voltage at the desired limit. The combination of the two devices can be optimal if installed with the most optimal setting value\cite{6}. The challenge faced in combining the two devices is to...
find the appropriate setting value for an electric power system. If the system installed by the two devices is not so large it will be easier to try one by one the possible settings for the system. Problems arise if the two devices are installed in a large and complicated system it will be very difficult to try one by one the possible settings for the system. The optimal setting value will cause power losses can be reduced and both equipment does not work too often so that it can extend the life of both equipment. The use of optimization algorithms is needed to facilitate the search for optimal setting values for the two devices. One algorithm that can help calculate bank capacitor optimization is the Shark Smell Optimization (SSO) algorithm. The method based on shark behavior uses olfaction and its speed in approaching odor particles of prey blood [7]. The concentration of the odor is the main thing to guide the shark’s movement to the prey [8]. The advantage of this algorithm is that it can minimize the appearance of local optimum solutions so that global optimum solutions can be achieved and not be trapped in local optimum solutions [9]. These advantages are the reason the author uses the SSO algorithm in this study. In this study, individuals represent the value of bank capacitors and the value of tap changers. Fish movement represents the iteration process in finding the best solution. Prey blood odor particles represent the value of electrical power losses. The higher the concentration of odor particles, the smaller the value of electrical power losses [10].

2. Method

The design of this optimization system starts by entering the SSO parameters and network data. This study uses The Central Java and Yogyakarta 150 kV network. The process of calculating power flow uses the Newton-Raphson method. The optimization process uses the shark smell algorithm. The advantage of this algorithm is that it can minimize the appearance of local optimum solutions so that global optimum solutions can be achieved and not be trapped in local optimum solutions. The computational process uses the MATLAB R2014 program with *.m scripts. The general design process flow chart can be shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, this algorithm begins by determining the operating parameters of the SSO. These parameters include population size, maximum iteration, the stochastic gradient parameter ($\eta_k$), the inertia parameter ($\alpha_k$), the speed limiting parameter ($\beta_k$), and the time interval ($t_k$).

After operating parameters are determined, the initial population and initial individual speed are generated. The individual in the SSO algorithm is described as a shark. Then do network data input. The network data to be analyzed is The Central Java and Yogyakarta 150 kV network.

Existing network data calculated power flow. Fitness in this study contains information in the form of active power losses. The next step is individual movement. This movement consists of forward and circular movements. Forward movement is used to approach the target of the prey from the results of smell.

$$Y = X + V \cdot \Delta t$$

Where,

- $Y$ = new position of forward movement
- $X$ = individual starting position
- $V$ = individual speed
- $\Delta t$ = time interval

Rotating movements are used to find the position of the prey more precisely after forward movement.

$$Z = Y + R \cdot Y$$

Where,

- $Z$ = new position of rotating movement
- $Y$ = new position of forward movement
- $R$ = random number generated
The results of this individual movement process are entered into the initial data of the Central Java and Yogyakarta 150 kV network. Next with the new network data the power flow and new fitness values are calculated. The new fitness value contains new active power loss information.

3. Results and Discussion

Optimization testing in this study uses SSO which is done for 10 iterations. This test uses the population number (pop) parameter with a value of 300, the maximum iteration parameter (maxit) with a value of 10, the stochastic gradient parameter (η_k) with a value of 0.9, the inertia parameter (ξ_k) with a value of 0.05, the speed limiting parameter (β_k) with a value of 4, and the time interval (t_k) with a value of 1 for each test variation.

The Central Java and Yogyakarta 150 kV network has 125 buses with 44 transformers and 4 bank capacitors. Each transformer and bank capacitor has a different value. The total load on the Central Java and Yogyakarta 150 kV network is 3232.44 MW and 1268.27 MVar. The Central Java and Yogyakarta 150 kV network with initial conditions not yet optimized results in active power losses of 107.88180 MW.

The first test is testing using the initial settings of the Central Java and Yogyakarta 150 kV network. The next test is whether the transformer tap value is optimized without being combined with the bank capacitor optimization. The regulated bank capacitor is worth 25 MVar. This test uses the tap changer value according to the minimum setting value and the maximum setting value for each transformer. In this optimization test there are 44 transformers whose tapping modifier values will be optimized.

The next test is the optimization of the bank capacitor without combined with tap changer optimization. All tap changer are valued according to the initial setting values for each transformer. This test uses the same SSO parameters as the previous test. This test uses a minimum capacity limit value of bank capacitors of 8 MVar and a maximum limit value of capacity of bank capacitors of 25 MVar. The next test is tap changer optimization combined with bank capacitor optimization. This test uses the same SSO parameters as the previous test.

Comparison of the smallest active power losses of 150 kV system in the Central Java and Yogyakarta for conventional adjustment without SSO and other combination of SSO is provided Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of active power losses before optimization and after optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Algorithm</th>
<th>Active Power Losses (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Optimization (Initial Settings)</td>
<td>107.8180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap Changer Optimization</td>
<td>72.4972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Capacitor Optimization</td>
<td>107.8180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of Bank Capacitors and Tap Changer</td>
<td>72.5519</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 1 show that the SSO algorithm can provide better optimization results than conditions without optimization. The initial setting of the optimum capacitor bank also influences the results of optimization of tap changer and optimization of the combination of bank capacitors with tap changer. The optimization of the bank capacitor produces the same active power losses as the initial setting with conventional adjustment or without SSO because the optimal value of the bank capacitor is 25 MVar and it is the same with value of the bank capacitor of the initial setting. The optimization only for tap changer and the optimization for both tap changer and bank capacitor give significant results in power losses reduction. This two combination make power losses become 72.5519 MW or 67.3% from the initial losses. In other words, the use of Shark Smell algorithm in optimization provides 32.7% active power losses reduction.

The optimum condition of the capacitor bank helps the optimization process become faster and more directed towards the best fitness (the smallest active power losses). The test is continued by reducing all capacitor bank capacity values on tap changer optimization to 12.5 MVar and an active power loss of 76.4399 MW is obtained and a power loss reduction of 29.1% is obtained from the condition without optimization. A decrease in the value of the bank capacitor from its initial setting causes active power losses to increase on tap changer optimization.

Tests were also carried out by increasing all capacitor bank capacity values on tap changer optimization to 50 MVar and obtained active power losses of 67.8472 MW and a reduction in power losses of 37.1% from conditions without optimization. The increase in the value of the bank capacitor from its initial setting causes the active power losses to be reduced in tap changer optimization.

Fig. 2 shows that if the value of the bank capacitor is increased to 50 MVar, than the system voltage profile rises away from the nominal voltage at 150 kV. In the optimization condition of the capacitor bank without optimization of tap changer, the system voltage profile appears to fall away from the value of 150 kV. A combination of tap changer and bank capacitor optimization has made bus 74 as a remote bus which is far from power source and transformer, still has voltage value that is closest to the nominal voltage.
Table 2. Comparison of active and reactive power generated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Method</th>
<th>Power generated in MW and MVar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tap Changer Optimization</td>
<td>3304.927 + j1781.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Capacitor Optimization</td>
<td>3340.257 + j1974.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of Bank Capacitors and Tap Changer</td>
<td>3304.992 + j1928.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of Tap Changer with Value of the Bank Capacitor is lowered</td>
<td>3308.880 + j1888.696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of Tap Changer with Value of the Bank Capacitor is increased</td>
<td>3300.287 + j1694.126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that the power generated at the optimization with combination of tap changer and bank capacitor is greater than the power generated at tap changer optimization. Based on the results of tested system, the high bank capacitors value and the value of the appropriate tap changer settings has played an important role in reducing active power losses. Optimization of active power losses in this study resulted in active power decrements to 35.3 MW.

Based on these results in the system being tested, the high value of bank capacitors and the value of the appropriate tap changer settings play an important role in reducing active power losses. Optimization of active power losses in this study resulted in a decrease in active power of 35.3208 MW or 35320.8 kW.

4. Conclusion

In the case study of 150kV Central Java and Yogyakarta electrical system, tap changer optimization provide the active power losses of 72.5 MW or give a power loss reduction of 32.7% from the losses occurred in the initial condition of system without optimization. Optimization of bank capacitors produces no reduction in power losses because the initial value of the capacitor bank has been at optimum setting. The combination of Bank Capacitors and Tap Changer Optimization gives the similar result with results , tap changer optimization i.e. a power loss reduction of 32.7%. High value of bank capacitor causes the voltage profile of system rises away from the nominal value. The capacitor bank optimization without tap changer optimization makes voltage profile of system fall away from the nominal value. A combination of tap setting and bank capacitor optimization has made voltage of remote bus which is far from power source and transformer, is closest to the nominal voltage.
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